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CONGRUENCE RELATIONS AND CONGRUENCE
CLASSES IN LATTICES
Dedicated to Professor K. Shoda on his sixtieth birthday
BY
JUNJI HASHIMOTO
1. Introduction
The general theory of abstract algebraic systems (algebras) introduced
by Professor Shoda [7] has been successful not only to unify earlier
results about many algebraic systems (groups, rings, lattices, etc.) but to
develop further investigations into each individual system. The present
paper is an additional work in those lines. We shall first consider the
relation between congruence relations and congruence classes on universal
algebras and next inquire precisely into the same problem on lattices.
In the present paper by an algebra A we shall mean, following
Birkhoff [1], [2], a system with a number of operations /
λ
: (x19 •••, xn)
eAx ••• xA->f
λ
(x19 •••, xn) € A A homomorphism Θ of A onto an algebra
B = Θ(A) yields a congruence relation on Ay which shall be written x==Ξ=y(θ)
or xθy so
Conversely a congruence relation θ on A yields a homomorphism of A
onto the algebra Θ(A) of classes S(a, θ) = {x xθa), which we shall denote
also by the same notation θ.
For the investigation into the structure of algebras such as groups,
rings, etc., the following properties on the congruence relations work
effectively :
(μ) Every congruence relation is determined by the congruence class
containing a fixed element a namely
S(a, θ) = S(a, ψ) implies θ = φ ,
(β) Congruence relations on A are permutable.
Some algebras however do not necessarily possess those properties. In
this respect Birkhoff [2] has proposed the following problems.
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Problem 33. Let A be an algebra with a one-element subalgebra a
and permutable congruence relations. Can A have distinct congruence
relations θφφ such that S(a> θ) = S(a, φ)?
Problem 73. Find necessary and sufficient conditions, in order that
the correspondence between the congruence relations and ideals of a
lattice be one-one.
About the latter problem we have got an answer in a previous paper
[5], but as stated there, many related matters remain unexplored. It is
rather easy to give examples of such algebras as mentioned in the former
problem, but the connection between the two properties (<x) and (β) is
not so easily clarified. So we intend in the present paper to deal with
those subjects.
First we shall state in § 2 what effect the property (oc) or (β) of an
algebra A and that of its subalgebras (Theorem 2.1), homomorphic
images (Theorem 2. 2) or direct unions (Theorem 2. 3) will have on each
other. In § 3 we shall give for lattices L some necessary or sufficient
conditions in order that (ot) or (β) hold, such as Theorems 3.2, 3.4 and
3.5. Especially we shall inquire into the connection between comple-
mentedness and the above properties (Cor. of Theorem 3.2, Theorems
3. 3 and 3. 6). Finally in § 4 we shall deal with some stronger properties
on a lattice L, in reference to which we give a condition that L be
directly decomposed (Theorem 4.4) and clarify the structure of some
lattices (Cor. of Theorem 4.4).
2. Properties (oή and (β) on universal algebras
We shall write a(ά) to mean that an element a of an algebra A
satisfies the condition
(a) S{a, θ) = S(ay φ) implies θ = φ ,
and cc(A) to mean that every element a of A possesses the property a{a).
Now if we define θ<Lφ to mean that xθy implies xφyy then all
congruence relations on A form a complete, upper continuous lattice Θ(A),
which we shall call the structure lattice of A. Let P be a set of pairs
{ay b) of elements of A. We define the congruence relation Θ(P) generated
by P as the least of elements θ of Θ(Λ) satisfying aθb for every pair
(#, b)£P. It follows that θ(P) = \Jiab^Pθ(ay b), where θ(ay b) is the con-
gruence relation generated by one pair {a, b)y which shall be called a
monomial congruence relation. Then the properties (μ) and (β) can be
restated as conditions about monomial congruence relations.
Put φ = \/b£sta,θiθ(a, b). Then it is easily seen that φ<,θ and S(a, φ)
= S(ayθ). Hence if a satisfies oc{a)y then 0 = \/besCa^θ(ay b). Further if
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θ is monomial, we can find a finite number of b{ G S(ay θ) such that
θ = \/i0(a> bt)y since θ is inaccessible in ®(A).Ό Conversely if every
monomial congruence relation θ(xy y) is written θ(x, y)=z\Jiθ(ay bi)y then
for any congruence relation θ we get θ = \f
xθyθ(x, y) = \JΘ{ay bt) ^
\Zbesca&θ(a> b)^θy and hence S(ay θ) = S(ay φ) implies θ = φ. Thus we have
Lemma 2.1. An element a of an algebra A possesses the property
oc(a) if and only if, given xy y£Ay a finite number of elements b{ exist
such that θ(x,y) = \/£θ(ay b4).
If β(A) holds, from x=y(θ(χy z)\J θ(yy z)) it follows that there exists
ueA such that x=Ξu(θ(yy z)) and u=y(θ(x, z)). Conversely if such u
exists, then xφzψy implies xψuφy, since θ(xy z)^φ and θ(yy z)^ψ.
Lemma 2. 2. Congruence relations on an algebra A are permutable if
and only if, given x, y, z£Ay an element u exists such that u=x(θ(yy z))y
u^y(θ(xy z)).
Let S be a subalgebra of an algebra A. A congruence relation θ of
A can be regarded as a congruence relation θ* on S, provided the range
of elements is restricted in S. When P is a set of pairs {a, b) in S, by
Θ*(P) we denote the congruence relation on S generated by P. If θ* is
the congruence relation on S induced by θ = θ(P) = \JΘ(af b)y then we have
aθ*by θ*^θ*(ay b) and θ*^\JΘ*(ay b) = θ*(P). Hence χ=y(θ*(P)) implies
xθ*y and x=y{θ{P)). Next assume Θ*(P) = Θ*(Q) in Θ(S) and (ayb)eP.
As shown above, from a=b(θ*(Q)) we can deduce a=b{θ(Q))y that is
θ(ay b)^LΘ(Q) and hence Θ(P)^Θ(Q). In summary
Lemma 2.3. // χ=y{θ*{P)) holds in a subalgebra S of an algebra
A, then x=y{θ(P)) holds in A Θ*(P) = Θ*(Q) in S implies Θ(P) = Θ(Q)
in A.
Using the above lemmas, we can infer
Theorem 2.1. oc. An element a possesses the property oi(a) in an
algebra A if every triple {a, xy y} is contained in a subalgebra S satisfy-
ing a(a).
Proof. If ay xy y are contained in S satisfying oc{a)y we can choose by
Lemma 2.1 fyeS so that θ*(x, y) = \Jiθ*(ay bt)y whence θ(xy y) = \Jiθ(ay bt)
by Lemma 2. 3.
Similarly from Lemmas 2. 2 and 2, 3 we can deduce
1) θ is called inaccessible if a set {θ\} satisfying \ZΘ\^Θ contains always a finite subset
{θi}Qiθ
λ
} satisfying yθ^θ.
cf. J. Hashimoto [6, Lemma 2. 3].
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Theorem 2.1. β. Congruence relations on an algebra A are permutable
if every triple {x> y> z} is contained in a subalgebra S on which congruence
relations are permutable.
Now it is naturally guessed that the property of an algebra A may
yield the same property of its homomorphic image Θ(A). Let us affirm it.
Let φ* and ψ* be congruence relations on θ(A). Then φ*θ(x) and
ψ*θ(x) are homomorphisms of A and generate congruence relations φ
and ψ on A such that φ~^θ, ψ^iθ, and it is obvious that θ(x)=θ(y) (φ*)
is equivalent to x=y {φ). So S(θ{a), φ*) = S(θ(a)> ψ**) implies S(a,φ) =
S(ay ψ) hence if a possesses the property cc(a) in A> then S{θ(a)> φ*) =
S(θ(a)yψ*) implies φ=ψ and φ* = ψ*. If φ and ψ are permutable, then
xφzψy implies xψuφy namely θ(x)φ*θ(z)ψ*θ(y) implies θ(x)ψ*θ(u)φ*θ(y)
and hence φ* and ψ* are permutable. Thus we have
Theorem 2. 2. OL. If an element a possesses the property a{a) in an
algebra A, then its homomorphic image θ(a) possesses the same property
in Θ(A).
Theorem 2. 2. β. If congruence relations on an algebra A are permu-
table, then congruence relations on its homomorphic image Θ(A) are also
permutable.
Next we shall consider the case that A is decomposed into a (finitely)
restricted direct union of {A
ω
 ;®6Ω} namely A is a subsystem of the
complete direct union ILA
ω
 satisfying that {x
ω
} eA implies {y
ω
} eA if
and only if the set of indices {ω χ
ω
φy
ω
} is finite.2) If A possesses one
of the above properties, then each component A
ω
 satisfies the same
property, since A
ω
 is a homomorphic image of A. But the converse does
not necessarily hold. Indeed, let S be the (simple) semilattice of two
elements {0, 1} with an operation u . Then it is easy to see that no
element of SxS satisfies (a) and congruence relations on SxS are not
permutable. Yet if the structure lattice ®(A) is distributive, then we
can prove the converse.
Theorem 2.3. Let A be an algebra with a distributive structure
lattice ®{A) and decomposed into a restricted direct union of algebras
{A
ω
;ωen}. Then
a : An element a = {a
ω
 ω e 12} satisfies a(a) in A if and only if every
component a
ω
 satisfies <x(a
ω
) in A
ω
,
β : Congruence relations on A are permutable if and only if congruence
relations on each A
ω
 are permutable.
2) cf. J. Hashimoto [6, p. 92].
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Proof. Let θ
ω
 be the homomorphism from xeA to its ω-component
x
ω
: Θ
ω
{x) = x
ω
. Given a congruence relation φ on A, we put φ
ω
 = O
ω
\jφ.
Since x
ω
=y
ω
 implies φ
u
(x) = φ
u
(y)> <P%(xJ = <P*(x) becomes a homomor-
phism of A
ω
 and x
ω
φ*y
ω
 is equivalent to xφ
ω
y. We first show /\
ω
φ
ω
 = φ.
Assume x=y(/\jp
ω
) and Δ = {ω; χ
ω
φyj. Then *=y(Λ«eα-Δθ S i n c e
Δ is finite and ®(A) is distributive, we get f\
ω
^φ
ω
^φ^>/\
ω
^θ
ω
- It
follows from /\
ω
^θ
ω
 = 0 that Λ - e α - Δ ^ ' M ^ Λ e Δ O ^ ^ Hence we
have x=y(<p\ proving /\
u
φ
ω
 = φ.
Now suppose that every a
ω
 satisfies <x(a
ω
) in A
ω
 and S(a, φ) = S(a9 ψ)
in A If x
ω
φ*a
ω
, then x==a(θ
ω
\jφ) and we can find j G i such that
xθ
ω
yφa> since the decomposition congruence relation 0
ω
 is permutable
with φ in the distributive ®(A)P Then we have xϋ
ω
yψa, that is JP/VZ
and hence x
ω
ψ*a
ω
. Thus we can infer S(a
ω
, φ*) = S(a
ωy ψ *), ^ * = ψ*,
<p
ω
=ψ
ω
 and hence φ=ψ, proving <X
Next suppose that congruence relations on each ^4
ω
 are permutable
and χ=y(<p\jφ) in A. Then we can find z
ω
 in each A
ω
 satisfying
x
ω
<P%z
ω
ψ%y
ω
 and an element u in A such that w
ω
 = z
ω
 for ω GΔ = {ω χ
ω
and w
ω
 = Λ:
ω
 for ® G Ω - Δ . It is easily seen that xφ
ω
uψ
ω
y for all
and hence xφuψy, which shows that φ and ψ are permutable.
The example SxS mentioned before shows that the distributivity of
®(A) cannot be dispensed with even if A is completely reducible. In
that case however we can show that the condition β(A) implies the
condition <x(A).
Theorem 2.4. Let A be an algebra with permutable congruence re-
lations and decomposed into restricted direct union of simple factors
{A
ω
 ω e n}. Then every congruence relation is determined by any one
class.
Proof. Assume that S(a, φ) = S(a9 ψ) and φ^ψ. Using the results
in our previous paper [6], we can find their complements φ' and ψ such
that <p' = /\ω£Mθ
ω
> Ψ' = ΛωeNθ
ω
 with MQNζZΩ,^ where θ
ω
 are the same
as defined in the proof of Theorem 2.3. If η£N—M, then we can
choose an element x= {x
ω
} £A so that x
ω
 = α
ω
 for ωφη and x
v
=\=a
v
;
accordingly x=a(φf) and xφa(ψ'). Since ψ\jψ' = l and they are permu-
table, yeA exists such that xψ'yψa and hence yφa by the assumption.
If follows from yψ'xφ'a a n d ^ ^ ψ 7 that yφ'a and y=a> since <pr\φ' = 0.
Then we have xψa, that is a contradiction. Therefore we can infer
M=N, φ'=ψ' and φ = φ\j(ψ/r\ψ) = (φ\jψ')r\ψ=ψ, for permutable con-
gruence relations satisfy the modular law.
3) cf. J. Hashimoto [6, Theorem 6.2].
4) cf. J. Hashimoto [6, Theorem 5. 2 and Lemma 4. 5].
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The main results about universal algebras that we have obtained are
mentioned above, but it seems that those theorems may hold under some
weaker conditions. For instance we propose
PROBLEM 1. Can the distributivity of Θ(A) in Theorem 2. 3 be re-
placed by the modularity?
As to the property (a) the way in which congruence relations are
determined shall be a matter of question. In a group with the identity
e a congruence relation θ is determined by an operation xy from the
class S(e, θ) so that S(x, θ) = {xy y e S(e, θ)}. In general if a congruence
relation θ on an algebra A satisfies
(7*) S(x7θ)={f(x,y);yeS(afθ)}
for a fixed element a> then it is shown that the permutability follows.
Indeed, xθzφy implies x=f(zfu) with u€S(ayθ) and x=f{z,u) φf(y,u)
θf(yy a) e S(y, θ\ since a G S(a, θ).
Theorem 2.5. // a congruence relation θ satisfies (7*) for a fixed
element a and an operation /, then θ is permutable with any congruence
relation.
Let G be a quasi-group with operations xy, x/y, y\x and relations
xy/y=y\yx = (x/y)y=y(y\x)=x. Then zθx implies y = x\zaθa and z=xy/a
hence θ satisfies (γ*) for the operation f(x7 y) = xy/a.
Corollary. Let G be a quasi-group with operations xy, x/y and y\x.
Then all congruence relations on G are permutable.
3. Properties (oή and (β) on lattices
In a lattice the substance of Lemma 2.1 can be expressed more
simply. Indeed, by putting b=/\bi and c = \Jbι in that lemma, we infer
Theorem 3.1. An element a of a lattice L possesses the property
oί(a) if and only if> given xy y£L, there exist b> c EL such that θ(xy y) =
θ(ar\b, a\Jc).
It is obvious that θ(ar\b, a) = θ(by a\Jb) and if xf is a relative comple-
ment of x in a closed interval [<z, y], then θ{x, y) = θ(a, x'). Hence the
following well-known proposition is immediately deduced from the
theorem.
Corollary. // all intervals [0, x~] of a lattice with 0 are complemented,
then cc(0) holds.
Now we shall introduce some terms about elements of lattices. An
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element a of a lattice L shall be called modular if
#5£jy implies χ\j(ar\y) = (x\ja)r\yy
and distributive if it satisfies
= (ar\χ)\j(ar\y)y a\j(xr\y) =
for all xy y 6 L. It is easy to show that # is neutral if and only if it is
both modular and distributive. In connection with those elements we
intend to deal with the properties (μ) and (β).
Theorem 3. 2. Let an element a possess the property cc{a) in a lattice
L. If a is distributive in L, then a satisfies a(a) in (a~] and \β). Con-
versely let a possess the property oc(a) in (a~\ and [#). // a is modular,
then a satisfies <x(a) in L.
Proof. If a is distributive, then the mapping x->ar\x is an endo-
morphism of L onto («]. So it follows from Theorem 2. 2. oc that oί{μ)
in L implies a(a) in (a~\ and dually in [a). Conversely let a possess the
property a{a) in (a~\ and [a), and [#, y] be any interval in L. Then by
Theorem 3.1 we can choose b£(a~] so that θ*(ar\xy ar\y) = θ*(a, b) in (a],
whence θ(ar\x, ar\y) = θ(a> b) in L by Lemma 2.3. Similarly we have
θ(a\jχ> a\jy) = θ(a, c). Put φ = θ(ar\xy ar\y)\jθ{a\Jx, a\jy). It is easy
to see φ^θ(x, y). If a is modular, then we x=x\j(ar\x)φx\j(ar\y) =
(x\Ja)r\yφ(y\Ja)r\y=yy showing φ^θ(x,y). Hence θ(x,y) = θ(a,b)\Jθ(ayc)
= θ(by c) and by Theorem 3.1 α satisfies a(μ) in L.
Referring Cor. of Theorem 3.1, we infer
Corollary 1. If a is a modular element in a lattice L and all intervals
of types [#, ά}9 [_a, y\ are complemented, then S(ay θ) = S(a, φ) implies θ = φ.
The condition that a is modular cannot dispensed with. In fact, in
the five-element non-modular lattice {a, b> cy 0, 1}, where b<^c, ar\b = ar\
c = 0y a\Jb = a\Jc = ly the element ay which is distributive but not modular,
does not satisfy a{a) nevertheless all intervals containing a are comple-
mented (see also Theorem 3.3). Further all congruence relations on
this lattice are permutable hence this gives a simple example of such
algebras as stated in Birkhoffs Problem 33.
As is shown in a previous paper [5], a distributive lattice L is
relatively complemented if every congruence relation on L having an
ideal as a congruence class is determined by that ideal. Hence
Corollary 2. The following conditions concerning an element a of a
distributive lattice are equivalent
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(1) Every congruence relation is determined by the class containing a,
(2) All intervals of types [#, ά]> [_ay y] are complemented.
Though we have mentioned in Cor. of Theorem 3.1 that cc(0) holds
when all intervals [0, x~\ are complemented, as a matter of fact not only
0 but all elements satisfy (μ) in that case. We first show
Lemma 3.1. Let an element a satisfy oc{a) in a lattice L. If all
intervals containing a are complemented, then every element x in L satis-
fies <x(x).
Proof. Let θ be a monomial congruence relation. By Theorem 3.1
we can choose by c so that b<ΞLa<lc and θ = θ(by c). Let y be a relative
complement of c in the interval [by CWJC] containing a, and z a relative
complement of cr\(χ\jy) in [ar\xyc\. Then using the identity θ(ur\vyu)
=θ(vy U\JV)> wet get
θ(b, c) = θ{yy C\JX) = θ(yy x\jy)\jθ(χ\jyy c\jχ)y θ(yy x\jy) = θ(xr\yy x)
and
θ(x\jy> C\JX) = θ(cr\(x\jy\ c) = θ(ar\xy z) = θ(x, χ\jz),
since c\jχ\jy = c\jχ and xr\z = ar\x. Hence θ=θ(xr\y> x)\Jθ(xy X\JZ) =
θ(xr\yy X\JZ) and thus x satisfies oc(χ) by Theorem 3.1.
Now let m be a modular element in a lattice L and all intervals
containing m complemented. Then by Cor. 1 of Theorem 3. 2 m satisfies
oi{πι) and by Lemma 3,1 L satisfies cc(L). Moreover we can show that
congruence relations on such a lattice L are permutable.
Theorem 3. 3. Let m be a modular element in a lattice L. If all
intervals containing m are complemented, then oc{L) and β(L) hold namely
oc: every congruence relation is determined by any one class,
β: all congruence relations on L are permutable.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove β. We shall first show for
that aθcφb implies aφc'θb for some element d with a^c'i^b. Let x be
a relative complement of c\Jm in the interval [ar\my b\Jm\ and y that
of (c\jχ)r\m in \_{a\jχ)r\my rri\. Then we get
x = xr\(b\Jm)φxr\(c\Jm) = ar\my y = y\J((a\Jx)r\m)θy\j{{c\Jx)r\m) = m ,
and
a = a\j(ar\m)φa\Jx = ((a\J x) r\m)\J (a\J x) = ((c\J x) r\m r\y)\j(a\J x)
φ({b\J x) r\m r\y)\J {a\J x)θ(ψ\j x) r\m)\J {C\J x) = (b\Jχ)r\(m\Jc\Jx)
= (b\Jχ)r\(b\Jm) = b\jχ ,
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Hence if we set c' = br\(((b\jχ)r\mr\y)\ja\jχ), then aφdθb.
Now suppose that a, b, c are any elements and aθcφb. Then we can
deduce aθa\Jcφa\Jb\Jcθb\Jcψb and find by the above proof u, v such
that a^u^a\Jb\Jc~^v^b and aφuθa\Jb\Jcφvθb. It follows that u = ur\
(a\Jb\Jc)φur\υΘ(a\Jb\Jc)r\v = v and aφurwθb, completing the proof.
The modularity of m cannot dispensed with. On the lattice of Fig.
1 shown below congruence relations are not permutable nevertheless
all intervals containing m are complemented.
It follows from this theorem that a lattice L with 0 satisfies oc(L)
and β(L) if all intervals [0, x~\ are complemented. Such a lattice in which
all intervals [0, x~\ are complemented is called section-complemented. For
a lattice L without 0 we shall define L to be section-complemented when
every element of L is contained in a section-complemented principal
dual ideal. If a lattice L is section-complemented, then any three elements
x, y> z are contained in a section-complemented dual ideal S = [a), in which
oί{S) and β(S) hold hence by Theorem 2.1 we can infer
Corollary. In a section-complemented lattice every congruence relation
is determined by any one class and all congruence relations are permutable.
Again in a distributive lattice L with 0 we see that tf(0) implies
cc{L). Then one may question in general how the property of some
elements influences other elements. It may be conjectured that, if oc(a)
and aφ) hold and a^Lc<ίb, then so does cc(c), but the conjecture is
affirmative only for an (upper) distributive element c.
We shall write [ay b~\ -* [#, y~] if an interval [#, y'] is contained in a
transpose of \_a, 6], and call \_x, y~\ to be weakly projectiυe into \β, b~\ if
there exist a finite number of intervals \_xh yi\ such that
[α, 6] = [>0> Jo] -* [*i, Λ ] -> > [xn, yn~\ = O> y] -
Then Dilworth [3] has proved
Lemma 3.2. x=y(θ(a, b)) holds if and only if there exist a finite
number of elements Zi such that
xr\y = 20 < £x <: ••• <: zn = χ\Jy
and each \_Zi-ly zi] is weakly projectiυe into \_ar\by a\jb~].
If an element d is upper distributive, that is d\j{xr\y) = (d\jχ)r\
(d\jy) for all x, y£L> then it is obvious that \_a, b~]->[x9 y] implies
\_a\Jd, b\Jd~]^[x\jd, y\Jd~\ hence we obtain
Lemma 3. 3. / / [_x, y~\ is weakly projective into \_a, b~\ and d is upper
distributive then \x\Jd, y^d~] is weakly projective into [a\jdf b\Jd~].
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Then we show
Theorem 3.4. Let d be an upper distributive element contained in
an interval \a, b~\. If a{a) and ocψ) hold, so does oc(d).
Proof. Let θ be a monomial congruence relation. Then by Theorem
3.1. we can choose s7t,u,v so that s^a^t, u^b^v and θ = θ(s>t) =
θ(uyv), and it suffices to show θ=θ{dr\u, d\Jt). Since dr\uθdr\v = d=
d\Jsθd\Jty θ^φ = θ(dr\u, d\Jt). Since u=v(θ(sy t)), by Lemma 3.2 there
exists a chain u = u
o
^Lu1^ ~ ^ un = v such that every C«f _i, wj is weakly
projective into [_s, t~\ and hence [w ^wj, Ui\Jd~] is weakly projective into
[_s\Jd> t\Jd~\ζ^\βr\uy d\jf]. Therefore we get u\Jdφv. On the other
hand dr\uφd implies uφu\Jd. Thus we have uφv and φ^θ(u, v) = θ,
completing the proof.
Further a distributive element d satisfying oc{d) is neutral. We
show more generally
Theorem 3. 5. // a distributive element a satisfies a{a) in a lattice
L, then every distributive element d in L is neutral.
Proof. φ(x) = dr\x and ψ(x) = d\jχ are endomorphisms in L. If
χ=a(φr\ψ)> then dr\χ=dr\a> d\Jx = d\Ja. Hence we get
a = ar\{d\ja) = ar\(d\jχ) = (ar\d)\j(ar\χ) = (dr\x)\j{ar\x) <ί x
and dually a^x. So S(a, φr\ψ) = S(a> 0) and φr\ψ = 0. Then the map-
ping x-*(dr\xy d\jχ) is a subdirect decomposition; accordingly d is
neutral. If either d^a or d^a, we can dispense with the distributivity
of a.
If a,ar\b and a\Jb are neutral, then it is easy to show that b is
neutral. Using this fact, we can prove by induction that a lattice of a
finite length possessing a maximal chain which consists of neutral elements
is distributive. Hence from the above theorem we can deduce
Corollary. Let a lattice L of a finite length possess a maximal
chain which consists of distributive elements. If #(0) holds, then L is a
Boolean algebra.
In contrast with this the five-element non-modular lattice cited
before possesses a maximal chain {0, a, 1} whose elements are distributive.
As to the converse of Theorem 3. 3, we can assert the following
theorem concerning distributive elements.
Theorem 3.6. Let all congruence relations on a lattice L be permu-
table. Then a distributive element d has a relative complement in every
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\β, b~\ containing it. If d possesses the property cc(d) moreover.interval
then L
Proof. Put φ(x) = dr\x and ψ(x) = d\jχ. Then aψdφb. Since φ and
ψ are permutable, we can find c such that αφcψb, whence dr\c = dr\α = αy
d\Jc = d\Jb=b. The latter half is evident, since d is neutral by Theorem
3.5.
Corollary. On α distributive lattice L the following conditions are
equivalent:
(1) L is relatively complemented,
(2) Every congruence relation is determined by any one class,
(3) Congruence relations on L are permutable.
One of our objects is to inquire into the connection between the
conditions (2) and (3) given above, but in arbitrary lattices we cannot
find such a close connection as in distributive lattices. Only on locally
finite modular lattices5) L we can affirm that β(L) implies oc(L). For
congruence relations on such a lattice L form a Boolean algebra hence
if congruence relations are permutable, L is decomposed into a restricted
direct union of simple factors and accordingly all elements in L satisfy
(a) by Theorem 2. 4. However not so does a modular lattice having an
interval of infinite length. The lattice of Fig. 2 shown below is modular
and congruence relations on it are permutable, but oc(0) does not hold.
Again the converse a(L)->β(L) does not hold even in a finite modular
lattice. Fig. 3 shows the simplest example of such lattices all of whose
elements satisfy (pc) but on which congruence relations are not permutable.
Fig. 1 Fig. 2 Fig. 3
4. A structure theorem for lattices
The property (7*) mentioned in § 2 is meaningless in lattices, for
5) A locally finite lattice is a lattice in which every closed interval has a finite length.
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the set {/(#, y) y G S(ay θ)} is contained in the sublattice generated by
S(ay θ) and x so even the lattice 2x2 does not satisfy (7*). But in a
section-complemented lattice a congruence relation θ is determined by
some operations in the following way.
Let a be an element of a lattice L and θ a congruence relation on
L. By ]{ay θ) and ]'{ay θ) we shall denote the ideal and the dual ideal
respectively generated by the class S(ay θ). If x £ J(ay θ) we can find
y^x with yθay whence x\Jaθx\jy=yθa so we may write J(ayθ) =
{x χ\Jaθa). Then a congruence relation θ on a section-complemented
lattice possess the property
(7) If xθyy there exists s£]{ayθ) satisfying x\jy = (xr\y)\Js.
Indeed, let a, x, y be contained in a section-complemented dual ideal
[b) and 5 a relative complement of xr\y in \by χ\jy}. If xθy, we get
s#£, s\Jaθa and s€j(ayθ). Even in the case that intervals [<z, #] are
complemented, we see, by taking a relative complement 5 of a\j(xr\y)
in [ay a\jχ\jy~\y that the element a satisfies a somewhat weaker condition
(δ) If χθyy there exists s£S(a,θ) satisfying χ\jy^(xr\y)\Js.
We shall deal in the present section with those properties. By (7O
and (δ7) we shall mean the dual of (7) and (δ) respectively. Further we
shall write 7(0, θ) to mean that (7) holds for an element a and a con-
gruence relation θy γ(a) that all congruence relations θ satisfy y(ay θ) and
7(0) that all elements a satisfy η{ay θ).
Now we shall call a lattice L to satisfy the restricted chain condition
if every closed interval of L satisfies either one of chain conditions.
Lemma 4.1. Let L be a section-complemented lattice satisfying the
restricted chain condition. Then every congruence relation θ satisfies δ'(0).
Proof. Suppose xθy and x^y. Let [b) be section-complemented and
contain ay x, y. If \by a~] satisfies the ascending condition, we can find c
such that [by a~\r\S(by θ) = [b, c]. Let t be a relative complement of c
in [by ά\ and u that of xr\t in \by yr\t~\. Then we get uθby u^c and
u^Lcr\t = b. Hence yr\t = xr\t^x with tθα. If \_by α~\ satisfies the de-
scending condition, then \by α~\ r\ S(αy θ) = \Jy d\ for some t. Let u be a
relative complement of xr\t in \byyr\t~\ and υ that of u in [by t~]. Then
uθby vθα and v^ty whence υ = t and u = b. So we have yr\t = xr\t with
tθα.
PROBLEM 2. Can the chain condition in Lemma 4.1 be dispensed
with?
We shall now state the relation between the above conditions and
the conditions (μ), (β).
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Lemma 4.2. χ\jy=(xr\y)\Js and xr\y~^>(x\jy)r\t with s€j(ayθ)y
t € S(ay θ) imply xθy.
Proof. It suffices to prove for x^y. It follows that y^χ\j(yr\
(s\Ja))^χ\j((χ\Js)r\s)=χ\Js=y and x\J (y Γ\(S\J ά))θχ\j (y r\t) = xy since
s\Jaθaθt. Hence xθy.
Lemma 4.3. Let m be a modular element. χ\jy^L(xr\y)\Js and
xr\y^>(x\jy)r\t with sy t£S(my θ) imply xθy.
Proof. If x^y, we have x = χ\j(tr\y)θχ\j(mr\y) = (x\Jm)r\yθ(x\Js)
r\y=y.
From those lemmas the following theorem is immediately deduced.
Theorem 4.1. <γ(a) and δ\a) imply <x(a). If m is a modular element,
then δ(m) and δ\m) imply oc(m).
Theorem 4.2. // a congruence relation θ on a lattice satisfies S(θ)
and δ'(<9), then θ is permutable with any congruence relation φ.
Proof. Suppose xθyφz. If x^y^zy we can find s£S(zyθ) such
that x^y\js and hence x=xr\(y\Js)φxr\(z\Js)θxr\z = z. Dually for the
case x<Ly<,z we obtain w€[#, z~] with xφuθz. Then, whenever xθyφz,
we can derive xφuθz in the same way as the proof of Theorem 3. 3.
Next we shall investigate direct decompositions of a lattice in con-
nection with the property (γ). Let θ be a decomposition congruence
relation and suppose xθy with x^y. If we choose 5 so that aθsθ'y,
where ff is the complement of θy then it is easy to see χ\j(sr\y)θyf
χ\j{sr\y)θ'y and so χ\j(sr\y)=y with sr\y3 J(a, θ). Hence a decomposi-
tion congruence relation θ satisfies γ(0) and γ'(#). The converse of this
fact is our main object in this section. Before stating it, we must deal
with some related matters. Since a^b implies J(a, θ)CIJ(b, θ)y we have
first
Lemma 4.4. // a<ίby y(ay θ) implies <γ(by θ)y and S(ay θ) implies S(by θ).
Lemma 4.5. Let θ* be the congruence relation induced by θ on an
interval [by c~\ containing a. If θ satisfies η{ay θ) or δ(ay θ) in the whole
lattice L, then θ* satisfies the same condition in [by c].
Proof. If y = χ\Jsy s£j(ayθ) for xyy£\b, c], then y = x\Jb\Jsy b\Js
ej(ay θ)r\[by c]=J(ay θ*). If y^χ\Jty teS(ay θ) for xy ye[b, c~\y then
y^χ\jb\Jty b\JteS(ay θ)r\[by c] = S(a, 0*).
Lemma 4.6. Let Xy Y be any ideals containing a and set J=J(ay θ).
If θ satisfies 8(ay θ), then J\j(Xr\Y) = (J\jX)r\(J\jY)y and if θ satisfies
y(ayθ)y then XΓ\(J\JY) = (XΓ\J)\J(XΓ\Y).
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Proof. x£Xy y£Y and t€j, we set u = x\Ja, υ=y\Ja. Then it is
easy to show (t\ju)r\{t\jv)θur\v and ur\(t\jυ)θur\υ. If 0 satisfies δ(a, 0),
we can find seS(a,θ) such that (t\Ju)r\(t\Jv)<,{ur\v)\Js and hence
(t\jχ)r\(t\Jy)f^s\j(ur\υ)£j\j(Xr\Y). If 0 satisfies y(a, 0), we can find
s£j(a,θ) such that ur\(t\Jv) = (ur\v)\Js. From sgjw, seXr\J follows.
Then xr\(t\jy)^s\j(ur\v)e{Xr\J)\j(Xr\Y).
According to Gratzer and Schmidt [4], an ideal J satisfying
Xr\ (J\J Y) = (Xr\J) \J (XΓΛ Y) for all ideals Xy Y is called standard. Every
standard ideal / is upper distributive, i.e. J\J(XΓ\Y) = (J\JX)Γ\(J\JY)
for all ideals X> Y. Now, given an ideal /, put θ{J) = \f
 aMJθ{ay b). If
J is upper distributive, then Θ(X)=J\J(X'] is a homomorphism of the
lattice into its ideal lattice with the kernel / a n d it is easy to see 0 = 0(/).
If a€j> then xθy and x^y imply y^x\Js for some seJ=S(a,θ);
namely 0 satisfies δ(a, 0), and by Lemma 4.4 we can show that θ satisfies
δ(0). Moreover if / is standard, then the above y satisfies y€(y]r\
(JχJ(χΊ) = ((ylrλJ)KJ(χl, whence there exists t €/such that y^(yr\t)\jχ
namely y = χ\j(yr\t) with yr\t£j. Hence θ satisfies γ(#, θ) and so γ(0).
Referring Lemma 4. 6 again, we get
Lemma 4. 7. An ideal J is upper distributive if and only if J is a
class of a congruence relation θ satisfying δ(0), and standard if and only
if J is a class of θ satisfying γ(0).
Then we show the first main theorem.
Theorem 4. 3. Let θ be a congruence relation on a lattice L with 0, 1
satisfying the conditions γ(0, θ) and γ'(l, 0). // S(0, 0) has a maximal
element c> then c is in the center of L accordingly 0 is a decomposition
congruence relation.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 4.7 that χr\(c\jy) = (χr\c)\j(xr\y)
for all x,yeL> since (c] = S(0, 0). Accordingly it suffices to show that
x\j(cr\y) = (χ\jc)r\(χ\jy) and c has a complement c'. By YXL, 0) we can
find cf such that 0 = cr\(f with c'θl. If a^cr and aθly then by y(0, 0)
we get l=a\jb for some όGS(0, 0) = (c] whence a\jc = l and especially
C\JC' = 1. Moreover we see c/ = c'r\(c\ja) = (c'r\c)\j(c'r\a) = a hence we
obtain S(l, θ) = [c') and X\J(C'r\y) = (x\jc')r\(x\jy) by the dual of Lemma
4.7. Put u = χ\j(cr\y) and v = (x\jc)r\(χ\jy). Since y=yr\(c\Jc/) =
\j{yr\cf)y we have y\jc' = (yr\c)\jc' and Mwc^iwjuc'^i;. Then
v = (U\JC')Γ\{U\JV) = u\j(c/r\v) = u\j(&r\{c\jχ)r\{χ\jy)) =U\J(C' r\χ) = u.
Further the theorem is true for a lattice L without 0,1. If (if] is
a class of 0 satisfying γ(0) and 77(0), then by Lemma 4. 5 γ(α, 0*) and
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Ϋ(by Θ*) hold in every interval \ay b~\ containing c and hence c is in the
center of \ay b~]. Then corresponding (xlf x2), where x1^(c]9 x2^{c)y to
the relative complement x of c in [xly #2], we have L^(c]x[c).
Corollary. Let θ be a congruence relation satisfying j(θ) and r\θ)
in a lattice L. If a principal ideal (c~\ is a class of θy then L^(c]x[c) .
If the ideal /=S(0, θ) is not principal, then /cannot become a direct
component of the lattice with 0, 1 however we doubt if it should be
neutral.
PROBLEM 3. Let θ be a congruence relation satisfying γ(0) and γ{θ)y
and possessing an ideal / as its class. Is / necessarily neutral ?
Theorem 4.4. Let L be a lattice satisfying the restricted chain
condition. Then a congruence relation θ on L is a decomposition congruence
relation if and only if it satisfies j(θ) and
Proof. Assume γ(0) and 7'(#). As θ is permutable with every con-
gruence relation, we need only show that θ has a complement θ'. Let
{<p
λ
} be the set of all congruence relations φ
λ
 satisfying θr\φ
λ
 = 0 and
put #' = W λ Then θr\θ'=0, since Θ(L) is distributive and upper conti-
nuous. We shall show θ\jθ' = l. Let [ay b~] be any interval in L. If
\ay b~\ satisfies the ascending condition, then we can find c such that
S(ay θ) r\ \_ay δ] = \βy c\ and, as is shown above, c' such that S(by θ) r\ \ay b~\
= [c'yb~\. Put φ = θ(cyb) and assume x=y(θr\φ) with x^y. We can
choose a chain x = x
o
^x1^~ ^xn=y so that each subinterval \_x{^ly x{~]
be weakly projective into {cy b~\. Further, taking a sufficiently large
interval [/, e~] containing ay by cy xy yy we can make every [_Xi-ly xi] be
weakly projective into [c, δ] in that interval [/, e\. There exists d such
that S(f θ)r\\_fy e~\ = \_fy rf]. Then, since d is neutral in [/, e\ \_dr\Xi_^
dr\Xi~\ is weakly projective into {dr\cy dr\b~] by Lemma 3.3. On the
other hand we get (a\jd)r\bθay (a\jd)r\b^c^b and hence dr\c = dr\b.
So we see dr\χi_1 = dr\χi and dr\x = dr\y. Morever since xθy in [/,#],
y<Lx\jd and d\jχ = d\jy. From those equalities and the neutrality
of dy we infer x=y> showing θr\φ = 0 and φ^LΘ'. Then c=b(θ') and
a=b(θ\jθf); hence θ\jθ' = l.
And we can immediately deduce
Corollary 1. Let Lbe a lattice satisfying the restricted chain condi-
tion. Then L is decomposed into a {restricted) direct union of simple
lattices if and only if all congruence relations on L satisfy the conditions
(γ) and
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It has been proved that a congruence relation θ on a section-comple-
mented lattice satisfies γ(0) hence we infer
Corollary 2. Let L be a section-complemented lattice satisfying the
restricted chain condition. If its dual is also section-complemented, then
L is a {restricted) direct union of simple lattices.
This is a generalization of the results about relatively complemented
lattices in Dilworth's [3] and the author's [6] previous papers.
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